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Walter Milch was the last man in America to pass through the Curtain.

He'd harbored a healthy distrust for it since he was eight years old, when his

entire family had taken a road trip to see it in their battered Volkswagen van. He and his

sister Dorothy had ridden in the back, with their cocker spaniel, Digger, on the seat

between them.

The Curtain had first appeared around a remote Colorado military facility, which

was the subject of much speculation in the subsequent years. Little Walter hadn't known

anything about that sort of thing at the time. To him, it was just another stop on the

cross-country road trip that would culminate in an extended camping stay at Mount

Rushmore.

The road trip was cut short, of course. The Milch family never did make it to

Rushmore.

The abandoned logging road that had once led through razorwire fences to the

Sultan Mountain Research facility had been paved for tourism and was crowded with



Sultan Mountain Research facility had been paved for tourism and was crowded with

station wagons and economy cars. In the stop and go traffic, Angus Milch, the patriarch

of the Milch clan, took the opportunity to dispense a little education over his shoulder.

"Hey kids, did you know that the Curtain extends eighty-seven kilometers into

the sky?" He glanced down at a park brochure folded open across the cupholder. "That's

all the way up in the, uh, Mesosphere."

Dorothy leaned forward over her seatbuckle. "Daddy. I have to pee."

"You're just going to have to hold it, kiddo. Hey, it says here that the Curtain

grows about five miles each year." He looked out the window. "This time next August,

we'd be inside it!"

Maryanne Milch was staring out the passenger-side window, her mouth set.

Angus saw her shift in her chair, saw her frown deepen.

"Aw, come on Maryanne. Nothing to worry about. They couldn't make it a tourist

attraction if it was dangerous. It's a national park, for Chrissakes!"

Maryanne stared at her husband for a long moment. "Angus, it's not…natural."

She looked at the brochure herself. "There's even a warning here about…'erratic

expansion'. You know how I feel about it. People have been lost in that thing and they…

well, we don't know what happened to them, do we?"

Angus threw up his hands, taking them off the wheel. "And people died going

over Niagara in a barrel!"

"I don't want to talk about it. Let's just get it over with."

"Don't listen to your mom, kids." Angus peered into the backseat and flashed

them a sweaty smile. "It's a once in a lifetime thing. Like seeing the northern lights so

close you could touch 'em!"



"Hey look, I can see it!" said Dorothy, pointing between the front seats.

On every day afterward, Walt would remember the look on his sister's face--an

eager, open smile, full of anticipation.

Rippling above the pine tops like a slow-motion heat haze, the Curtain was just

visible, although it faded as it extended upward into the atmosphere. The surface had an

oily sheen, colors merging and swirling.

"See, what'd I tell you," said Angus, beaming from beneath his straw fedora.

The 'park' was obviously a temporary affair which had to be moved backward at

weekly intervals. An open expanse of low-mountain field peppered with wildflowers lay

between the Curtain itself and a series of heavy metal pillars on concrete bases. A chain

was strung between these with a warning sign affixed at intervals, which read--

-Admission Restricted-

Scientific Personnel Only

Beyond This Point (s.762)

A few military police lounged at a gatehouse midway along the fence, which also

housed a small booth containing maps, brochures, and key fobs that read--'I Looked

Behind The Curtain!'.

The Milches piled up against the chain divider, staring and pointing across at the

enormous, glossy ribbon. Walter held tightly to Digger's leash while the spaniel

investigated one of the nearby poles.



"Oooh, daddy, I think I saw it move!" Dorothy bounced up and down on her toes.

"See? See?"

"I think you're right, little lady." Angus removed his fedora and used it to shade

his eyes. "Wow. That's really something. I feel like I can almost see through to the other

side."

Walter stared at the Curtain, mesmerized. The colors and shadows that skated

across its surface were intriguing, and seemed to suggest the shape of the land behind,

but at the same time, the silhouettes were impossible to place. Blobs of greens and reds

and blues merged and separated, and often changed velocity and direction abruptly in

what seemed a purposeful way.

Walter also felt that he could hear the Curtain, a low thrum, like a heartbeat

through a stethoscope.

It disappeared to the east and west into the forest, its leading edge irregular. It

did, indeed, resemble a shower curtain, extending upward and fading into invisibility, a

vast corrugated sheet drawn around a mountain peak.

"Hey, kiddo," said Angus, nudging him in the shoulder. "Why don't you go over

there and buy a couple of Nutty Buddies for us, huh?" He handed Walter a twenty and

scooted him in the direction of an ice-cream stand under an umbrella, back near the

churned earth where the vehicles were parked.

"Come on, Digger," said Walter, and hauled her over to it.

It was on the walk back, with an armful of cold paper-wrapped cones, a fistful of

change, and Digger's leash wrapped around his forearm, that the spaniel got loose.



Something had caught her attention in the expanse of field before the Curtain,

and she went for it like a shot, yanking the leash from around Walt's forearm. It slapped

the grass behind her as she ran.

Little Walt was so shocked by this turn of events that it took him a solid thirty

seconds before he closed his mouth and started moving. "Dad, dad!"

There was a little murmur from the crowd as Digger ducked under the chain and

hurtled across the meadow, and a few people pointed as a rabbit, the dog's obvious

quarry, started to streak away parallel to the Curtain.

"Digger! Digger! Get back here you damn dog!" hollered Angus, waving his hat

above his head. "Hey!" He started to move, and then looked down at the chain, then

back up again at the Curtain.

Digger paid no mind, tongue flapping against her cheeks, legs ticking back and

forth in a happy, doggy sprint. The rabbit raced for the tree line to the west.

Everyone was so focused on the dog, racing at an angle toward the leading edge

of the Curtain, that nobody noticed when Dorothy ducked under the chain and began

jogging across the expanse.

When the rabbit reached the trees and disappeared into the shadows beneath,

Digger came up short, pranced back and forth for a few seconds, and then looked back

toward the Milches. 

"That's right, you damn dog," said Angus, with a relieved laugh. "Get your silly

ass back here. Come on Digger! Come on!"

The dog began a shamefaced return, darting a few longing looks over her back



The dog began a shamefaced return, darting a few longing looks over her back

toward the trees.

Then Walt's belly turned to ice when he heard his mother speak.

"Angus," she said, her voice high and tight and somehow brittle. 

Walt saw that she was clutching his father's beefy forearm, hard enough to press

deeply into the skin.

"Oh Christ," said Angus, following her gaze. "Oh Christ, Dotty!"

He moved fast, leaping the fence and pounding across the meadow. His

considerable bulk joggled in front of him, but he sprinted as only a protective parent

can. 

He had no breath to call out further, so Maryanne did it for him. "Dotty! Dotty

you get back here RIGHT THIS INSTANT!" She gave a little sob and then tried to

straighten out her voice. "Dorothy! Young lady! Do you hear me?"

But Dorothy didn't, or didn't care.

She had slowed to a walk, and was advancing on the Curtain in measured, sure

steps. She had one hand out before her, palm flattened toward it.

Northern lights so close you could touch 'em.

The MPs at the gatehouse had at last figured out what was going on, and were

shouting at her too, hustling over the fence, running to catch up with Angus. There was

no way they would overtake him.

Still, it seemed impossible that they wouldn't reach her in time. There were at

least twenty open yards between the Curtain and Dorothy, and Angus was closing fast,

his breath heaving in and out of him in big tearing breaths.

Then the Curtain moved.



In fact, it seemed to pop. It was suddenly, simply, bigger.

And Dorothy was gone.

That was the end of the trip, and the beginning of the end of a lot of other things,

including Angus and Maryanne's marriage. Walter dreamed about it almost every night,

but when he wed his own high-school sweetheart eighteen years later, it was the one

thing he never shared with her in a union that was otherwise open and loving and true.

Much later, when she followed their two children through the Curtain herself, he

wished he'd told her about it. He doubted it would have made any difference. 

But still.

#

It was impossible to know if Dorothy was dead or alive behind the Curtain, and in

many ways that was the worst part of it. Nobody had ever come from the other side--at

least, not that anyone knew of. Four years later, after the McGee-Hartman experiments

were performed, Dotty's fate became a moot point.

Walter, twelve years old and slurping up a bowl of Cheerios at the breakfast table,

saw it on his mother's kitchen television. He was still unused to being an only child, and

the weird relay between his divorced parents' homes amplified his feelings of isolation.

The spaces in these new houses felt appallingly empty, and every room seemed to echo.

His mother was sitting at the table across from him, with a paperback folded



His mother was sitting at the table across from him, with a paperback folded

open before her, taking occasional drags from a menthol.

On the little color Sanyo parked on the counter, Walter could see the Curtain.

The Curtain was old news these days, a phenomenon that had lost its novelty to

the nation even as it had become an increasing nuisance to the small towns that it

encroached upon.

This report was different, however, and the voice-over had a breathlessly

anticipatory quality.

"—I should reiterate, this is an unprecedented development. For the first time

since its appearance on August eighth, two-thousand-and-sixteen, we may have

definitive proof about what is going on behind the 'Curtain', as it is commonly known."

On the screen, a small cluster of white-clad scientists fussed over a lattice-like

apparatus. Walter recognized the foothills of Sultan Mountain, a stiff wind blowing the

tall grass and shaking the camera ever so slightly. The camera zoomed in, and Walter

could make out a hydraulic mechanism at one end of the latticed machine, and a white

cage or carton at the other end. Bundles of cables and what looked like miniature

television dishes were clustered around the cage, and something dark was moving inside

it.

The newscast then cut to a close up of a well-dressed and bespectacled man in his

forties. The text at the bottom of the screen identified him as Professor Barnard McGee,

PHD.

"Our initial tests were inconclusive," he said in response to an off-screen

question. "The first subjects we passed through the Curtain and extracted were…well, to



question. "The first subjects we passed through the Curtain and extracted were…well, to

be frank, they were unsuited to the task. But, the returned matter gave us our first

inkling as to what was really going on behind the temporal edge."

"What do you mean, 'temporal edge'?" asked the interviewer.

"Well, that's what we're calling it at this point based upon the available evidence.

But, if this experiment is successful, we'll have proof positive. You see, the problem with

the prior trials was simply that we didn't think to send any food along."

"But why would the subjects need any food? Correct me if I'm wrong, Professor,

but isn't the procedure relatively quick?"

Bernard McGee gave a lopsided smile and looked at the camera. "Well. Yes and

no."

Footage of the lattice machine reappeared, and the voice-over narration

continued.

"Now, according to Professor Hartman, the insertion mechanism will extend into

the Curtain, and then retract, at the maximum velocity allowable to prevent injury to the

primate."

Maryanne's voice intruded. She was looking at the television now, her cigarette

smoldering forgotten in the ashtray. "I can't believe they're going to send in that poor

monkey. It's practically murder."

On the screen, the huddle of scientists retreated a few yards. At the periphery, a

few armed military personnel could be seen, conferring amongst themselves.

The Curtain loomed behind them all, a wash of color, the grass whispering in

front of it and then disappearing into the haze. Walt shuddered, and imagined the

Curtain leaping forward, engulfing all of the small figures in the scene at once.



The Curtain did not advance, however. The lattice mechanism extended suddenly

and forcefully, the crossbars flexing and pressing the cage through the leading edge of

the Curtain.  The cage disappeared behind the mass of color, and then just as quickly it

retracted into view.

The scientists rushed toward it.

Then, a close up shot of the cage. Inside was an orangutan, still alive.

One of the scientists, Hartman perhaps, turned triumphantly toward the camera

with a stopwatch in one outstretched hand. He held up another which was hung on a

lanyard around his neck.

"It's just what we suspected! There's a temporal disparity of almost two thousand

nine hundred and sixty eight times! Millie here has been on the other side of the curtain

for—" he glanced between the stopwatches and did some rapid mental math. "—four

hours and fifty six minutes."

"Can you explain what you mean, Professor?" asked the off-screen interviewer.

"It's really very simple. Time is running at a different rate on the other side of the

Curtain. Here, Millie was only gone for six seconds. But she is currently four hours and

fifty six minutes older than that."

"Hang on for a second, do you mean—"

"I mean that for every year that passes here, two thousand, nine hundred and

sixty eight years pass on the other side."

"Oh my god," said Maryanne. Walter thought he recognized the tone of her voice,

the tone he'd heard four years ago, when Dorothy was running toward the Curtain. "Oh



the tone he'd heard four years ago, when Dorothy was running toward the Curtain. "Oh

my god. My little baby."

Walter did some quick math himself, his Cheerios forgotten. 

If what the man on television said was true, then Dorothy might have died of old

age eleven thousand eight hundred years ago.

More or less.

#

The following year, Professor Barnard McGee himself passed through the

Curtain, in a device similar to the one that had sent Millie the orangutan on her own

voyage. It was the only officially sanctioned attempt to send a human on a round trip.

McGee had strapped himself into the cage, now significantly upgraded for human

occupation.

He had passed through the Curtain, giving a confident thumbs-up for the camera.

When the cage returned, McGee was no longer inside it.

The bars had been cut cleanly away on one side of the cage, the straps and

buckles were undone.

There was no sign of a struggle, and the Professor never reappeared.

Walter had been thirteen.

#

By the time Walter turned twenty one, the Curtain had grown sufficiently in size

to encompass all of Colorado, which had been evacuated completely. Denver had more

or less relocated to Wichita. The Curtain had also taken little bites and nibbles of Utah,

Nebraska, Kansas, Arizona, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and to the indignation of Texans

everywhere, it had swallowed Amarillo whole.



There wasn't a universal retreat from the Curtain, however. It was hard not to

speculate about the world that might exist on the other side. How far into the future was

it now? Just beyond, there might be a Utopian society which had solved most of the

problems that plagued the present. 

Millie the orangutan was proof that the environment wasn't toxic, and scientific

probes continued at the periphery, taking atmospheric samples, temperature readings,

and the like. The air was breathable. Unfortunately, no digital or film media survived

the trip back through the temporal edge, which meant there were no pictures or

recordings of life behind the Curtain.

More perplexing, nothing ever emerged from the Curtain of its own volition.

To many, the mystery was too enticing to pass up.

For years, the military had been able to monitor and otherwise cordon off the

boundaries of the Curtain, but eventually, the scale had become so vast that there was

simply nothing to be done. More than a few criminals on the run had used it as an

escape hatch, never to be seen again.

The last time Walt spoke to his mother was in his college dorm room, hunched

over the battered desk, his hands covering his eyes. Music thumped through the ceiling

overhead.

"I'm going, honey," she said. "It's what I want. It's what I need."

"Mom, she's not going to be there. That was…a long time ago. Really long. This

doesn't make any sense."



There was a long pause.

"Walt, I have cancer. Breast cancer. It's…honey, my mother went through this,

and when I was there with her, in all of those hospitals, and those waiting rooms, and,

God, the smell of those places—I told myself I'd never let that happen to me."

"Mom."

"Walt. On the other side, maybe they can help. I mean, it's like time travel, isn't

it? You walk through the Curtain, and you walk into the future. It's a time machine, and

your mom read a little science fiction in her day. Maybe there's a cure for this, over

there. In that time."

Walt was silent.

"Do you know," his mother continued. "I've always wondered about your sister.

About Dotty. Did she meet someone on the other side? Have kids? Is there a little girl or

a little boy over there that has us way down the family tree? Do you ever think about

that?"

"No," Walt lied.

"Well. I do. Walt, I've already talked to your father. He knows."

"Didn't he try to talk you out of it?"

"Honey, your father and I are sort of beyond that now. He'll be fine."

There was another long silence.

"I love you honey," she said.

"Yeah," said Walt. He rubbed at his eyes. "Yeah, me too."

"Bye. Wish me luck."

He did.



#

When Walt was twenty four, his father experienced heart failure while driving

home on the I-84. His hatchback collided with a guard rail at thirty-six miles per hour,

and he was pronounced dead at the scene when the EMTs arrived, too late to

resuscitate. At the funeral, sitting dry-eyed on a folding chair, with his hands clasped

tight before him, Walt wondered about the life his mother might have lived on the other

side of the Curtain.

He wondered why she hadn't asked him to go with her.

#

Only two years after he married Jessica, with a little one on the way, they were

forced to relocate from Boise to Seattle. Salt Lake City had been engulfed, and the

Curtain was extending up toward Twin Falls. Wyoming had already been completely

bisected. 

On the drive across Washington, Jessica had remarked, "You know, people

always used to joke that everyone would have to move east when the coast fell into the

sea, but instead, it's like the water level is rising from the middle. Who knew the

midwest would be the first thing to go?"

#

When Walt was forty seven, he and Jessica sat solemnly at the family dining table

while their two children fidgeted across from them, Timothy and Sandra, nineteen and

seventeen respectively.

"Look dad," said Timothy, with his hands out in front of him. "You've gotta think

of it from our perspective. I mean, what's left here? Really? We have maybe, what, five



of it from our perspective. I mean, what's left here? Really? We have maybe, what, five

more years before the Curtain comes over the Cascades?"

"Seriously, dad," said Sandra. "The President already lives in Maui. This place

is…" She gestured at the house around them. "The future is pretty limited, right?"

"We could take our chances here," continued Timothy, "or we could head to the

other side before it gets any farther ahead of us. They probably don't speak the same

language over there. God, they might not even be human any more. How do we know?

But it's a sure thing that the Curtain isn't getting any smaller, and the world isn't getting

any bigger."

Walt sat across from them, opening and closing his hands and looking down at

the table, trying to arrange the appropriate sequence of words. The image of Dotty,

silhouetted by the Curtain, rose again and again in his mind.

Jessica clasped his arm, gently. "Walt, say something."

He looked up at his two children, and there were tears in his eyes.

"I don't want you to go. You both know that, don't you? But I know I can't keep

you."

"Walt!" Jessica's voice was sharp.

"What do you want me to do? Lock the door? Forbid them?"

"They're not even old enough to drink, for God's sake!"

"Mom, you're old. You've had a life, you lived in a world that was bigger than

ours," said Sandra.

"Forty five is not old," said Jessica. "And there's more to the world than America.

For goodness sake, go to Italy! Live abroad! Go somewhere else, but not there. Not

behind that!"



The argument went on much longer, but the important points had already been

made.

Sandra and Timothy went together, wheeling bicycles with backpacks packed,

through the Curtain, across the plains east of Ellensburg.

Jessica followed after them two days later.

"You have to come with me," she pleaded with Walt. "If we go now, we might find

them! Before they go too far. Before it's too late."

He looked around him, at the house, at their things, the photos, the maple

brushing up against the dining-room window. He felt wetness on his cheeks.

"I can't. I just can't. I'm not ready. I can't."

"I know you're afraid, but they're our children! Those are our babies over there!"

"By the time we crossed over, they'd be sixteen, eighteen years older. Nearly our

age. Not our babies anymore."

Jessica's face hardened then.

"I'm going."

"I love you."

She sighed. "I love you too."

And she went.

#



When Walt turned seventy two, he was living on the outskirts of Vancouver,

alone. He didn't like to live in the city itself. It was far too lonely, a vast and wheezing

place, filled with scraps of paper and memories. He'd successfully dodged the forced

evacuations, camped for a while in Mount Seymour Park. There were plenty of supplies,

plenty of things left behind, and when the evacuations were well and truly completed,

he'd set himself up in a nice cabin with vast stockpiles of food and amenities. He'd also

found a dog listlessly roaming the streets, a shaggy black and white mutt that he'd

named Bangles. She was an excellent companion.

The Curtain was visible all the time to the southeast, and had claimed a goodly

portion of Vancouver. Walt knew he'd have to leave, to pack up a trailer and head north,

maybe to Brittania Beach. It ached to haul things around these days, and he'd been

putting it off. The cold winter weather only made the task more onerous.

If he was honest with himself, he was really just killing time.

He was in the habit of letting Bangles run off into the woods in the evenings. He'd

sit out front, and stuff a pipe with Captain Black, and puff away at it while she rambled

in the trees after squirrels.

On one night, Bangles ran into the woods, and she didn't come back. He called

for hours, stood out front until the pink of dawn appeared, but the dog never returned.

Walt went slowly back into the house. He left the pipe on the porch.

#

Walt stood a hundred yards from the Curtain, with nothing but the clothes on his

back. His face was chapped by the winter wind, his eyes nearly lost amid wrinkles, his

hair long and fine and white.



The Curtain throbbed before him.

He stood that way for a long time, waiting, expecting it to leap forward and

swallow him, just as it had Dorothy all those years ago. 

Dorothy, Dorothy, did you go to Oz?

At last he heaved a great sigh, and walked through it.

#

When he emerged, he stood still for a very long time.

Arcing above him were vast ribbons of metal or stone or plastic. He couldn't be

sure.

The buildings were tall, and delicate, the air clear, and everywhere there was light

in pulsing beads and lines and rivers.

But he saw no one. 

He was struck by the alien nature of the place, by its vastness.

The air was very, very cold. Colder than it had been only moments ago. The sun

was high in the sky, but seemed icy and distant.

As Walter walked the streets, he saw signs and imagery suspended in vapor

sheets, in letters he did not recognize.

Sometimes he saw the faces of people in advertisements--or were they

newscasts? He couldn't tell. There was a subtle wrongness to those faces, changes to the

features, the eyes, the slope of the forehead, the mouth. They were people, certainly, but

they were not like Walt.

It also became quite apparent that they were gone.

Walt found himself standing before a long, low plinth, above which, suspended in



Walt found himself standing before a long, low plinth, above which, suspended in

gas, a sequence of videos were replayed. Great, silver, ellipsoid shapes, burning upward

through the cold, cold atmosphere and away. Hundreds of them. Thousands.

He looked back for the edge of the Curtain, but it was gone.

He wondered if some last genetic echo of himself might be aboard one of those

ships, some young man or woman, burning out into the reaches of space.

Into the unknown.


